ABSTRACT This paper introduces an imitation system based on the similarity of the replaying motions of robots with the sequential poses of a demonstrator. The system is composed of three modules-key pose elicitation, real robot balance control, and memorization for motion replay. The elicitation of key poses drives the balance learning and motion replay of the robot. Dissimilarity values associated with the defined spatiotemporal function of simultaneous joint motion are used to analyze the degree of similarity. To overcome the difference in mechanical structures and kinematics, such as the number of joints between robots and human demonstrators, the key poses extracted from the motions of demonstrators are modified by a Q-Learning process that considers the kinematic constraints and maintains the balance of the robot while executing imitation. The rewards were designed not only to encourage a robot to execute as many consecutive poses as possible, but also to guide the robot to maintain its balance even though the biped lacks information on the ankle joint. These modified key poses are stored in databases for replaying or composing new motions in an ordered sequence. The experimental results demonstrate that a robot could adjust the poses, mapped from the movements of the demonstrator, to its static stable states, thereby imitating human motions by self-learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recent trend in robotic research is to develop the techniques for transferring human behavior into a robot through learning by imitation/demonstration [1] , [2] . These behaviors acquired by imitation can enable robots to develop a wide range of applications with more flexibility [3] . Transfer of the motions of a demonstrator to the actions of a robot involves efficient image data capture of the motions and consequently, elicits learning of balancing. In data-driven controls, the controller is designed directly, using on-line or off-line I/O data from the controlled system or knowledge from the data processing, without using explicit or implicit information of the mathematical model. The data driven control design is the synthesis of a controller using data measured on the actual system to be controlled, without explicitly using (non-)parametric models of the controlled system during adaptation. Measured data are used directly to minimize a control criterion [4] . Approximate dynamic programming (ADP), which combines reinforcement learning using adaptive critical structures with dynamic programming, has been proposed as a solution to optimal control programs.
Q-Learning, as an action-dependent heuristic dynamic programming method, does not require knowledge of the plane model but utilizes experiences from on-line state-action data for the controlled system. Q-Learning is a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm and is used to learn in a discrete Markov decision process environment. Q-Learning makes learning agents interact with the environment, using the trialand-error method to gather experience and train the action (decision) policy. The learning agent could make a series of optimal action sequences to reach the goal based on the learned policy. During the interaction, as shown in Fig. 1 , a Q-Learning agent perceives the current state s t from the environment and takes an action a t from the recorded stateaction pair Q-value. The agent will receive the reward r t and use it to update the Q-value. After the agent has trained over a sufficient number of episodes, the estimated Q-values tend to approach the optimal values. The agent can acquire an optimal or a semi-optimal policy from these approximated Q-values.
Transferring a variety of skills into a robot involves several necessary processes-acquiring an efficient medium for precisely gathering human motions, eliciting key characteristics of a motion, generating robot motions by these elicited key motion characteristics, and evaluating these robot motions or skills so generated. Current imitation research has explored ways of simulating accurate human motions for robot imitations through a motion capture system [5] or image processing techniques [6] . To transfer a demonstrator task to robots, imitation research has focused on motion recognition and detecting task sequences [7] . This research has focused mostly on developing perceptual algorithms for visual recognition and analysis of human motion segmentation. Perceptions were segmented into various types of motion to define the demonstrator's tasks such that these sub-tasks (sequences) could be repeated by the robot's arm. An imitation approach must assort the characteristics of an agent's motion-the speed of a motion, the distribution of motions, the changing point of motion directions, and so forth [8] .
The term ''key pose'' was originally proposed in animation production. To produce an action, the animators draw only a few key poses of an action. Using a software program, the animation of the action will be completely manifested with these key poses. Currently, the concept of ''key pose'' is widely used in animation production and has been applied to academic research as well. In [9] , a series of key poses was used to simplify video clips or motion pictures. These selected key-poses, based on an analysis of a skeletal animation sequence, facilitate expressing complex motions in a single image or a small number of concise views.
The velocity profile is always regarded as a key biomechanical factor that conveys relevant information about the dynamic status of the motion [10] . Image flow is the common method used to compute the velocities of different body segments and identify the corresponding key image-frame. Zero-crossing is one of the invariant transition points, detected by extracting the change in the direction of limb/joint velocity. However, the noises occurring in the processes of motion capture always deteriorate the shape of the velocity profiles with surging fluctuations. The metrics of similarity or dissimilarity, based on the joint change of successive poses, is defined to attenuate the effects of noise on these captured poses [11] . For example, the dissimilarity value, based on the joint change of successive poses and the baseline (average), is used to determine whether a pose in the sequence of a motion is a key pose or not [12] . The measure of a captured pose must exceed a significant threshold to be identified as a key pose.
The proto-symbol space is a topological space that abstracts motion patterns by utilizing a hidden Markov models. An imitating model can be designed, based on that space, to recognize/generate known/unknown motion patterns by using this topological space. Motion segmentation has been employed by a hidden Markov model for the acquisition of a proto-symbol to represent a body motion [7] . These elicited motion primitives with proto-symbols have been expanded to generate the motion of a robot. However, one problem with these contributions is that the patterns of motion primitives are assorted by observing the entire motion in each time interval. To replace this assorting of the characteristics of motion via observation, it is important to design a mathematical model for eliciting the characteristics of a motion autonomously. Therefore, the motion segmentation method has recently become a basic framework for a robot to imitate complex human motions [13] .
Although the techniques based on motion primitives can cope with a variety of problems when motion primitives are elicited, most deduced motion primitives are unnecessary and are difficult to replicate [14] , [15] . Thus, there is a need to define diverse motion primitives and generate the overall motion through defined motion primitives. This procedure can procure different motion patterns that are dissimilar to the original humanoid robot motions. In addition, a motion primitive-based technique must rely on starting and ending points of each motion primitive to accurately generate a robot's motion, which is highly labor-intensive in this field. Some statistical techniques, including a demonstrator motion and a motion-refined strategy, have been applied to generating robot motions [12] . These proposed approaches must simultaneously process the demonstrator motion with recent motion-refined information to successfully implement the imitation task. Since the imitation becomes too complex, a mathematical approach that combines the human demonstrator motion with a motion refining task based on the robot motor information should be developed.
Moreover, a human demonstrator has greater spatial dimensions than an imitating robot; both the control and the adjustment of the robot are complex. How to transfer elicited key poses to the robot, and where it could maintain balance during imitation, are the goals of much research [16] . Even though the robot can be provided with abundant kinematic information, it may still lack the ability to adjust its joints to obtain the balance for each pose extracted.
This paper establishes the architecture of motion imitation and the learning robot is programmed to be able to replay the human demonstrator's motions. Instead of considering all the poses of a human demonstrator's motion, the proposed approach aims to elicit the key poses. The proposed motion imitation approach selects preferable key poses to regenerate the robot's motion through the defined dissimilarity values for a specified motion without any prior setup. Furthermore, this work takes a robot's overall body motions into consideration and uses a reinforcement learning algorithm to train the robots to learn body balance with these elicited key poses and their interpolations. Finally, a similar motion segmentation approach was added to speed up the motion replay and to make the working space more concise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed learning mechanism, including the key pose elicitation and the tailored architecture of Q-Learning for the motion balance control of the humanoid robot. The replaying approach for how the humanoid robots perform these imitated motions is described in Section III. Section IV discusses the simulated and experimental results to show the validity of the proposed method. The final section gives conclusions.
II. LEARNING MECHANISM
In this section, a dynamic balance learning on imitative motions captured from human demonstrators was proposed. Although the observation on imitated motions is informative, there is a high degree of uncertainty about how the robot can and should imitate. The proposed method accounts for some of these sources of uncertainty, including noise and mapping ambiguities. Mapping ambiguities are caused by the discrepancy between the degrees of freedom for demonstrating subjects and the kinematic spaces of the robot. The proposed learning approach also considered the uncertainty caused by the effect of physical forces imparted to the robot in balance.
Meanwhile, to prevent the number of these identified poses from becoming unmanageable over the time of the demonstration, motion segmentation and similar poses clustering are adopted to speed up the imitated motion replay and to reduce the working space. The modified key poses ensure the balance control for the real robots in transitions between poses, and these modified key poses are then stored in a database.
A. KEY POSE ELICITATION
To capture and record a demonstrator's motion, the proposed consecutively dissimilar value key pose identification approach segments the motion into a sequence of key poses. This approach assumes that a pose with high dissimilarity must abruptly change in the magnitude of joint motions. Therefore, the characteristics of a pose can be elicited through the angular changes of the body joints with the mean and the variance of these poses in a frame captured by the receiving system, which is equipped with a Microsoft Kinect camera, Open-NI, and Open-CV.
An easy way to identify key poses, based on the velocity profiles of a joint or the working space of a pose, is when a moving joint has sluggish or even zero velocity [10] , [14] . However, this approach suffers from fluctuating noise in image processing. Alternatively, key poses can be defined as the poses with maximum or minimum motion energy within a sliding window in the Cartesian space [17] . The method used in this work is based on the joint space which is actuated directly by the motors. The proposed method recognizes key poses from a compact joint-angle skeleton representation in real time. The dissimilarity value of the pose, defined in (1) in terms of rotational kinetic energy levels, can be computed according to the correlation of three consecutive poses. Each segmented pose is registered by the defined disparity index.
where ρ i is dissimilarity value of pose i, N is the number of joints, σ j is the standard deviation of angular variation at joint j for all two successive poses, ∅ i−1,i j is the angular variation of poses i − 1 and i at joint j, and ∅ j represents the average of angular variation at joint j for all two successive poses. These poses, whose dissimilarity values exceed a predefined threshold, are regarded as the possible key poses for motion imitation. Therefore, the set of elicited key poses could represent a series of consecutive poses for a specific motion. The system for eliciting key poses provides the functions of skeleton tracking, joint angle readings, and key pose identification. The skeleton tracking algorithm uses Kinect as the motion capturing device and Open NI as the reading tool to obtain the information of joints. The skeleton tracking algorithm tries to perform user tracking by finding a reasonably large moving object in the sensor's field of the Microsoft Kinect camera, then keeping track of its movement. The tracking system assumes the user needs to be standing, and he does not put his limbs behind his back so that the sensor can see the demonstrator's whole body.
Once a user is detected, NITE recognition routines are used to read the user's skeleton data, i.e., the orientations and the positions of all joints of the body of the tracked user. The angles of a joint can be computed by using the Law of Cosines. All joint information is further used to compute its dissimilarity value for key pose identification.
B. BALANCE CONTROL FOR MOTION IMITATION
Bipeds maintain their balance while moving under the principle of semi-dynamic stability: biped maintains static stability whenever the biped stops movement, while zero moment point (ZMP) is shifted periodically from the heel to the toes on the stance foot. Due to the difference in mechanical structures between humanoid robots and human demonstrators, as well as the lack of the demonstrator's ankle information, a robot needs to learn how to adjust its angles for each joint to maintain balance when performing these imitation motions. The Q-Learning could be efficiently applied to drive the robot to learn balancing for a key pose restricted to its own kinematic capability, which is more limited than human beings, such as degree of freedom, working envelopes of a joint, etc. [18] Therefore, the proposed balance control learning system is based on Q-Learning. The design of the proposed Q-Learning-state space, action space, reward function, and policy are described as follows.
1) STATE SPACE
The force under the robot's feet during movement could be approximated by the force perpendicular to the ground. Hence, force sensors, installed in the corners of the bottom of the robot's feet, as shown in Fig. 2 , are used to measure the approximated position of the ZMP. The balance control learning system estimates the position of ZMP of the supporting region of the biped's feet.
The state space is formed by the sub-region at the supporting area of the robot's foot/feet. The supporting area of the biped is partitioned into nine regions, as shown in Fig. 2 , and these regions are numbered from left to right and from top to down. Including the outside region of the foot/feet, there are ten states for a supporting area. In other words, there are ten states designed for each pose in the proposed learning system. The line segments A-B, in Fig. 2 , divide the width of the supporting area into the ratio of 1:3:1 for single support and 1:8:1 for double support, both of which were obtained from experiments. The lines C-D divide the length of the supporting area into the ratio of 1:3:1 for single support and 1:8:1 for double support, which were also obtained from experiments [18] . Therefore, the sub-regions 1, 3, 7, and 9 are equal, the sub-regions 2, 4, 6, and 8 are also equal, but the sub-region 5 is three times larger than sub-region 2 and nine times larger than sub-region 1.
2) ACTION SPACE
In the state space, the PCoM (Projection of Center of Mass) point is used to define each balancing situation. The rapid motions of body limbs frequently cause the position of the PCoM point to shift and make the biped lose its balance. Therefore, the robot needs to adjust its motors not only to imitate the demonstrator motions but also to maintain its balance when performing the full body imitation.
The action space, discussed in this paper, was formed by the upper body and the lower body joints. The joints in the upper body include one elbow joint and two shoulder joints on each arm. The joints in the lower body affect the biped's balance directly, so more joints, including two hip joints, one knee joint, and two ankle joints on each leg, were adjusted rather than the aforementioned joints in the upper body. In total, sixteen joints were considered for full body imitation.
The biped robot uses ten motors-hip pitch, hip roll, knee, ankle pitch, and ankle roll for each leg-in the lower body to control action balance. The upper body joints are only copied during balance learning. Furthermore, the proposed learning mechanism assumes:
• The angle adjustment of the hip roll motor is the same for both legs. In other words, if the left hip roll motor rotates n degrees clockwise, then the right hip roll motor rotates n degrees clockwise, too.
• The bottom plane of the biped's feet is parallel to its body. This means the hip pitch motor rotates n degrees, which is equivalent to the ankle pitch motor rotating n degree in the opposite direction. Therefore, only one hip roll motor, two hip pitch motors, and two knee motors are used to control the balance during the learning. There are seven variations of rotating the angular degrees-0, ±1, ±2, and ±4. The action space, constructed by the number of motors and the rotation of angular degree, is 7 5 .
3) REWARD FUNCTION
The biped robot decides on an action based on learning policy during the learning process. A reward function is used as a feedback when the biped takes an action. The biped obtains a positive reward if it could maintain balance after performing an action. However, it obtains punishments (negative reward) if it loses balance after performing an action.
If the biped's PCoM is in the stable region, state 5 in Fig. 2 , when performing an action, it obtains a positive one (+1) as the reward, which is calculated by an exponential function and ranges between 0 and 1, as defined in (2) . The parameter l is the distance between the ideal position (x 0 , y 0 ), which is equivalent to the middle point of sub-region 5 shown in Fig. 2 , and the current PCoM in the stable region. If the point is close to the ideal position, the reward is distinctly large; otherwise, the biped receives a smaller reward.
The agent obtains a negative one (−1) as the punishment if its PCoM is outside the stable region. The biped obtains a negative ten (−10) for the worst-case scenario-falling down. In addition to maintaining the current pose as balance as possible, a courage value is added into the reward function to encourage the biped learning as many successive postures as possible. The courage value , defined in (3), is the sum of a series of numbers decreasing exponentially over the number of postures that the biped can imitate in a row. δ, the range between 0 and 1, is called the continuous discounting rate. n is the number of successive postures imitated before the episode ends. Furthermore, the courage value is introduced VOLUME 5, 2017 into the reward function to prevent the Q-value, a. k. a. the accumulated reward, from diverging. The reward function is defined as (4).
where R is the reward when the biped performs an action, r PCoM denotes the reward value according to the position of the biped's PCoM. Because the reward with the courage value is obtained until the episode ends, it is a problem of delayed reward.
4) POLICY UPDATE
Taking an optimal action in the current state, which can maximize the Q-value, is the goal of the training strategy.
An agent observes the current state from the environment and performs an action after an evaluation according to the learning policy. Then, the agent receives a reward, observes the next state, and updates the Q-value. The updating of the Q-value by the reward and the next state after the agent performs an action are defined in (5).
where α ∈ (0, 1] is a real number used as the learning rate. The value of γ ∈ (0, 1] is the temporal discount factor, where r is the reward after performing action a under state s and can be evaluated according to different applications. In addition, s denotes the state after performing action a under state s. The t is the time step. The max(Q(s , a )) denotes the maximum future Q value. After appropriate training, the Q-value should converge as the optimal value.
III. REPLAYING MECHANISM
To replay the demonstrator's motion, the biped not only needs to maintain the consistency of motion and speed but also needs to maintain its balance for each pose. Therefore, the proposed system maintains the database of these refined poses for further motion replaying.
A. REFINED POSES DATABASE MAINTENANCE
The proposed system uses two databases to record these refined poses that have been learned for balance. One is the set of key pose objects and the other is the set of motion segmentations. Each key pose object is composed of a key pose ID and a representative of motor information. A sequence of key pose object IDs, instead of key pose motor information, and time intervals between key poses are recorded for motion segmentation. After a key pose has been identified, the similar pose algorithm first searches the key pose objects database to find an appropriate key pose object for it. The similarity of the new identified key pose and these refined key poses, which have been learned for balance, is computed by the Euclidean distance of motor information, as shown in (6) . ED(N, O) denotes the Euclidean distance between the new identified key pose, N , and a key pose object, O. |M | is the number of the biped's motors used for motion imitation. N i and O i denote the i th motor of the new identified key pose and a key pose object in the key pose object database, respectively.
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If there exists a key pose object for the newly identified key pose, then the key pose object ID is directly recorded in the sequence of motion segmentation. Otherwise, the biped learns balance control first. Then, a new key pose object is created, and the corresponding motor information of the newly identified key pose is used as the representative of the newly created key pose object. Furthermore, the new key pose object ID is recorded in the sequence of motion segmentation. The time interval of Kinect capturing a pose is approximately 70 ms. Therefore, the time interval between two key poses discussed in the proposed system is 70 ms multiplied by the number of the demonstrator's poses captured by Kinect. For example, the time interval between key pose 1 at T1 and key pose 2 at T4 is 70 ms * 3.
After the motion segmentation has been elicited from the demonstrator, the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm [19] is modified to find the similar motion segmentation in the database. Seg1 and Seg2 denote the motion segmentation in the MS database and the newly elicited one, respectively. Len(LCS(Seg1, Seg2) is the length of LCS of Seg1 and Seg2. N(Seg1) is the length of segmentation Seg1, and N(Seg2) is the length of segmentation Seg2. When the difference of N(Seg1) and N(Seg2) is less than the predefined threshold TH N , which is decided by the speed of a pose captured, and the Similarity_Rate(Seg1, Seg2), defined as (7), is more than TH SR , Seg2 is similar to Seg1. If a similar motion segmentation does not exist in the database, the elicited motion segmentation is further recorded in the database for non-synchronous motion replaying.
* 100 (7) B. MOTION REPLAYING After the training has been completed, the key pose objects and motion segmentation databases are maintained in the control server for further motion replaying. For real time synchronous motion imitation, key poses are first elicited from the demonstrator's motion. When a key pose is elicited, the replaying system searches the database of key pose objects to find the most similar key pose, which has learned the technique to maintain balance. Then, the replaying system in the control server records the key pose object ID and the time interval, which is the time intervals between the current key pose and its previous key pose, in the motion segmentation.
If the corresponding key pose does not exist in the database, it will be ignored and an exception will occur. Once the exception occurs, the balance control learning system may check to see if balance learning will be performed to adjust the segmented pose and add it as a new key pose or not. Regardless of whether the motion segmentation for replaying is formed by the real time demonstrator or selected from the motion segmentation database, the biped robot needs to remain consistent in its joint angles and rate of speed to replay the demonstrator's motion. These key poses elicited from the human demonstrator are used to maintain motion consistency, and they have also been refined to ensure the balance control for real robots. To maintain the speed consistency, the replaying system generates the corresponding motor information of each pose for the biped to replay, according to the motor information and the time intervals of a key pose in the motion segmentation. Moreover, the motor information for poses around the key poses is fine-tuned to prevent the biped from trembling and to maintain smooth movement [20] .
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the validation of the proposed approach, which shows the motion refining and replaying by imitation learning, three scenarios-eliciting key poses, learning balance control, and replaying motions-are discussed in this section. For concise but readable illustrations, two kinds of experimental motions-upper body and whole body-are conducted. Upper body motion imitation is used to illustrate the key pose eliciting and replaying motion. Balance control is illustrated by imitating single and walking gaits with whole body motions.
A. ELICITING KEY POSES
The joint position is a right hand and three dimensional coordinate system. The origin is based on the Microsoft Kinect infrared lens, and the unit for coordinates is millimeters. The X coordinate increases when the demonstrator moves left, and the Z coordinate increases when the demonstrator moves backward. Twenty-four joints are defined by OpenNI, but only 15 joints-head, neck, torso, left/right shoulder, left/right elbow, left/right hand, left/right hip, left/right knee, and left/right foot-can be detected by the NITE skeleton tracking. During the skeleton tracking, only the joint information of the first user, who was first detected by Kinect, was collected.
Four demonstration motions were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed key poses identification algorithm. Each motion was composed of 250 poses, which Kinect took approximately 17 seconds to capture, and only six joints in the DARwIn-OP's arms, namely, Left_Elbow, Left_Shoulder_Roll, Left_Shoulder_Pitch, Right_Elbow, Right_Shoulder_Roll, and Right_Shoulder_Pitch were considered. The proposed consecutively dissimilar value key pose identification algorithm was compared with the stilljoint method, where a key pose is identified when a joint is still on the fly of motions, and the dissimilarity value key pose [12] identification algorithm.
To save the space to store information on key poses, the joint rotation angle, which is a real number between 0 and 360, was converted to a motor count, which is an integer between 0 and 4096 for DARwIn-OP. The comparisons of the average of joint angle errors, defined in (8), for three key pose identification algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 . K i,j denotes the angle of joint i of pose j, generated by using linear interpolation based on these eliciting key poses. P i,j represents the angle of joint i of pose j, captured from Kinect, which uses infrared rays (IRs) to capture the human body skeleton so that it can avoid the effectiveness of lightning conditions in the experimental environment [21] . NJ and NP are the number of joints and poses, respectively. The real number 0.0878, which is the gear reduction rate counts of DARwIn-Op, was used to transfer the motor count to the rotation angle of a joint.
Clearly, the proposed key posed identification algorithms have less joint angle error than the still-joint and the identification algorithms where the number of key poses was fixed at 100, as shown in Fig. 3 . The number of key poses elicited depends strongly on the threshold of the dissimilarity value. The effect of different thresholds of dissimilarity values for motion 3 is shown in Table 1 . When the dissimilarity value increases, the average of joint angle error increases, but the number of elicited key poses decreases.
B. LEARNING BALANCE CONTROL
To reduce the learning time in the actual environment and avoid wear on the actual robots, the proposed balance control learning approach was first simulated on the commercial VOLUME 5, 2017 simulator-Webots R , which is a development environment used to model, program, and simulate mobile robots [22] . The learning results from the simulation were then mounted on the physical robots for further learning in the actual environments. Therefore, the timer for simulations is set to be faster than the actual physical environment to reduce the elapsed time for learning.
The commercial 3D robot simulator, Webots R , was adopted as the simulation tool and platform. In the Webots simulation platform, 3D robot models-DARwIn-OP and Nao-were constructed. The DARwIn-OP robot has 20 DYNAMIXEL MX-28 servo motors with the height of 454.5mm and the weight of 2.9 kg. The MX-28 servo motor has a stall torque of 24 kgf·cm (at 12V, 1.5A) and a 360 degree range of rotation. The DOFs (degree of freedom) of a hand and a leg are three and five, respectively. The Nao robot, with the height of 573 mm and the weight of 5.2 kg, has 25 servo motors. Four force sensors are installed on the corner of each foot, as shown in Fig. 2 , to learn balance control. The simulation environment was set on an 11 m * 11 m borderless flat area that had no obstacles. The simulation results were mounted into a DARwIn-OP for experiments. A stable standing pose was set as the initial pose for all of simulations and experiments.
The proposed method is implemented in the balance learning of three scenarios-single support posture, double support posture, and walking gait imitation. 
1) SINGLE SUPPORT POSTURE
The balance control learning for single support posture, which means the human demonstrator stands with one leg, is shown in Fig. 4(a) . There were 1000 learning episodes in total, each of which terminated when the biped fell down or when the biped had adjusted its posture 100 times. The discount factor and learning rate were set to 0.9 and 0.2, respectively. The exploration rate in action selection was first set to 0.2 and decreased over the time. Fig. 5 shows the locations of PCoM at the end of each episode. The supporting area is normalized to a unit square for presentation. Blue points denote the locations of PCoM, and the red rectangle is the stable region of the single support, as defined in Fig. 2 . In the beginning, there were merely a few points located inside the stable region. Obviously, the number of points 
2) DOUBLE SUPPORT POSTURE
The experiments in this subsection show the balance control learning for double support posture. There were 500 episodes in these experiments. Each episode ended when the biped fell or when the biped had adjusted its posture 100 times. The learning parameters were set as those in the single support. During the experiments of imitating a striding posture, as shown in Fig. 6 , the biped experienced single support posture several times. Therefore, if the biped fell with single support, it received a negative reward; otherwise, it received a small positive reward. The design of the reward could help the biped not to insist on single support posture. Fig. 7 shows the locations of PCoM at the end of each episode. The supporting areas, as defined in Fig. 2 , were also normalized and represented by a unit square. Small blue triangles denote PCoMs, derived from the CoPs (center of pressure) that are measured on each sole and represented by small black points. The red rectangle is the stable region of double support. The distribution of these points resulting from learning is shown in Fig. 7 . These experimental results show that the policy that has been learned could efficiently direct the biped learning balance, while it simultaneously imitates the demonstrator's striding posture [23].
3) WALKING GAIT IMITATION
To further demonstrate the capability of the learning approach, the biped imitated a demonstrator's walking gait. Since the biped's balance is controlled mainly by the robot's lower body, the balance control learning approach adjusted only the joints in the biped's lower body. The system also assumes each sole remains parallel to the biped's body because Kinect does not provide any information about ankles. Kinect captured 30 poses in one walking cycle, consisting of two forward steps. The threshold of the dissimilarity value was set to 0.4 so that 15 key poses were elicited from the 30 poses captured by Kinect.
Each episode ended when the biped fell or it accomplished three walking cycles. There were 1500 episodes for one run. The balance control learning results, shown in Fig. 8 , are the average of 5 runs, and each point is the average of 50 episodes. When the continuous discounting rate (CDR) was set to 0.5, as shown by the green solid line in Fig. 8 , the best results were obtained for the biped robot to learn balance control.
When the learning results of the simulation were mounted on the physical robot, DARwIn-OP initially could not walk well because the human's step span is larger than the robot's step span, and there was shaking of the motor. Therefore, the step span of the biped was decreased during the experiments. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 . Basic parameters such as gravity and friction were also considered during the simulations, so that the simulated results could apply to DARwIn-OP, thus reducing the time needed to learn balance control.
C. REPLAYING MOTIONS
Although the MX-28 motor, used in the DARwIn-OP, can rotate 360 degrees, not every motor can freely rotate 360 degrees due to the physical architecture. The degrees of rotation were restricted by the physical architecture of DARwIn-OP during the imitation experiments. DARwIn-OP could not only replay the demonstrator's motion similarly and stably but also maintain the speed synchronously.
Moreover, motions that had learned balance control were recorded in the motion segmentation database for replaying. The recorded key poses and their corresponding time intervals were applied to replay the demonstrator's motions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A framework of transferring motions of a human demonstrator to a robot is presented. The proposed algorithm extracts key poses as control points for motion interpolation in replaying demonstrated motions. Key poses are initially adjusted to maintain balance one by one based on reinforcement learning. The identification algorithm for key poses can effectively reduce the storage space to accommodate these recorded motions. Since one of the main challenges in robot imitation is to identify key poses as the disparity points in a sequential pose chopped for each time interval, the proposed approach elicits the representative poses by associated dissimilarity values and has the robot adjust to self-balancing by reinforcement learning. In other words, the robot can learn to accomplish the imitation task by self-adjusting the key poses based on the designed reward function to keep PCoMs in the stable region for each adjusted key pose. The complexity of image processing and skeleton mapping always leads to obtaining noisy data in estimating the position of the body joints. Fortunately, the noisy data did not have a significant effect on the generation of the robot's motion, because the proposed approach generates the robot's motion by connecting key poses, which are identified by dissimilarity values instead of joint velocity profiles.
Meanwhile, the proposed system maintains databases of key poses and motion segmentation for further real-time synchronous motion imitation and non-synchronous motion replaying. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed imitation algorithm could imitate the human motions either in standing or walking.
